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Abstract- In this paper, the video streaming is proposed for 

multiple clients network. The scalable video is delivered from 

server to multiple clients over different access networks, 

aimed to reduce the distortion of received videos. The video 

present in database of server. The video characteristic is 

captured in this paper. Integer programming is proposed for 

the deterministic packet scheduling. It is very computationally 

complex for solving. So, the heuristic algorithm is used for 

deterministic packet scheduling and convex approximation 

problem is used for randomized packet scheduling. The 

proposed convex programming algorithm is used for the better 

performance and comparative studies for : 1) the rate control 

algorithm about higher video quality; 2)  reduces average 

delivery delay by 70% of existing system; 3)  results in higher 

average video quality more than the two developed heuristics 

types; 4)  runs efficiently, up to three times faster than the 

best-performing heuristic; and 5) does indeed provide service 

differentiation among users.   

Index Terms- scalable video, streaming, multiple clients, 

video quality, streaming rates. 

INTRODUCTION 

        

      The video streaming that is presented in this paper has been 

developed for a multiclients network in order to increase the 

number of clients using service of a server at a time and the 

comfort of users and to monitor their well performance. For 

this purpose several algorithm and approximation like heuristic 

algorithm and convex approximation are installed within a 

server have been using WLAN network respectively. 

      The heuristic algorithm, convex approximation and convex 

programming algorithm has been implemented within a 

potential application refers for multiple clients: 1) multiradio 

wireless device connected to Medical, Industries and Scientific 

(ISM) bands; 2) multiradio clients working with spectrum 

bonding; 3) multiradio clients fixed with a connection of 

licensed bands (like 3G) and ISM bands (like IEEE 802.11 

networks) with satisfactory evaluation. 

      As a result, this technique has been developed based on the 

least-squares parameter estimation in MATLAB, which are 

provided with video searching capabilities. The firmware of 

these service has been implemented using the optimization 

problem and randomized packet scheduling defined in the 

convex approximation problem. 

      In parallel, rate control algorithm and their respective have 

been used in order to control these service from a Linux based 

PC.  

      Video streaming is main goal in multiclients network from 

a server to multiple clients for achieving the video with 

minimize distortion.  

      The main target was to minimize distortion and wellbeing 

to address the huge indirect costs of streaming in building. 

Reports by H.264/SVC and Abing estimates the video streams 

coding and network characteristics respectively at about 8% of 

normal coders and network capturing. Before the services the   

video quality was very low and time was also taking more for 

one streaming.  

      So, the main goal of project was to address these costs by 

minimizing the distortion of video in muticlients network. 

      To achieve the previously mentioned general goal, the 

project designed a services of video streaming in cooperation 

with a capturing network characteristic service. This 

multiclients network consists of the server already available in 

network augmented with new clients. 

       The server manages and coordinates in network and 

establishes a connection with the external clients signalling for 

enriched information exchange. In this way it will be possible 

to improve video quality and thus reduce the costs and time of 

streaming activity. 

      By adding external communication to the infrastructure 

envisioned by the project it will also become possible to use 

the same infrastructure to support applications like video 

streamer. This project had partners from both industry and 

medical to form a well balanced consortium that has 

experience in providing service contructors while possessing 

technical expertise in the relevant technical fields. The 

consortium used this experience and knowledge to raise video 

qualitty to the next level. 

      The streaming helps us to get our desired video in our 

laptops or any device, so, we can see it anytime. The server is 

responsible to get the videos in clients. As the videos are 

stored into database of server.  In this paper, clients request the 

server. The server response by streaming the video. 

RELATED WORK 

 

Nikolaos M. Freris, Cheng-Hsin Hsu, Jatinder Pal Singh, and 

Xiaoqing Zhu [1] integer problem is used to scheduling the 

randomized packets. Each packet is randomized i.e soft 

decision. The uplifting technique is used for randomized 

packet scheduling. This technique is used to determine 
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streaming rates and packet loss probability over a network. 

While it is decreasing the decision variable for sending frame 

and quality layer over a network. By this it can replace the 

equality constraints in difference of truncation distortion of the 

frame and packet loss probability over a network with 

ineqaulity constraints in truncation distortion greater than or 

less than packet loss. This gives an equivalent formulation 

with no nonlinear equality constraints. The above properties 

guarantee that an optimal integer solution for user satisfies the 

property that frame is sent over a network, if all frames have 

high video quality, are sent over a network as well. The 

problem can be converted in convex program by using only 

exponential transformation and not in geometric 

tranformation. By using convex approximation obtain a value 

for transmission probabilities (decision probability for sending 

a frame over a network). The feature of this method contains 

the user frame having multiple packet. The convex 

programming formulates approximation multilinear functions. 

Hybrid convex approximation is used for balance between 

performance and computational complexity. It is observed that 

Hybrid convex approximation more improves the technique of 

decision probability for sending frames.  

      For deterministic packet scheduling the heuristic algorithm 

is used. There are three types of algorithm simple rate 

distortion optimization, progressive rate distortion 

optimization and hybrid algorithm. Based on simple rate 

distortion algorithm C. Hsu, N. Freris, J. Singh, and X. Zhu 

[2], takes packet loss rate as input. It ignores drifting distortion 

and it first sorts the frames. It then sequentially schedule the 

access networks untill it fully loaded i.e right before their loss 

probability exeed a value.   Then it sorts potential quality 

improvement. The simple rate distortion algorithm assumes 

drifting distortion which less accurate for videos. Whereas 

progressive rate distortion algorithm it follows the video 

dependency structure and iteratively sends more frames by 

selecting the frame that would reduce total distortion the most. 

The algorithm stops if all frames have negative net distortion 

impact values, or if there is no unsent frame. By observing a 

dependency structure, we can largely reduce the number of net 

distortion to be computed. More precisely, algorithm considers 

the decodable frames at each steps, that is to say the frame 

with all their ancestors transmitted earlier. A Hybrid Rate-

Distortion Optimization algorithm, which uses Simple rate 

distortion algorithm to bootstrap a solution, and then applies 

Progressive rate distortion algorithm to send more frames. 

Hybrid rate distortion algorithm stops when there is no 

immediate frame leading to distortion reduction.  

      Multiple frame allocation is a word used for bit allocation 

for blocks of frames. The main objective for this to minimize 

distortion of the block frames.  The bit allocation problem is 

solved at a block level as it produce a better quality than 

solves at frame level. This happens because of the flexibility 

of bits among same block frames. The bit problem can be 

solve by the solver which is used for the problem, it is not 

accurate for bit allocation so Mohemad Hefeeda and Cheng-

Hsin Hsu [3] developed a technique called mOPT i.e optimal 

algorithm based on simplex method. They collect the 

transform coefficients, number of bits, and size of each bit for 

enhancement layer. This data is used for parameter of rate 

distortion model. 

      Path diversity was later considered by J. Chakareski, and 

B. Girod [5]. They presented an error cost function with 

sender driven transmission with packet diversity. There are 

network paths to which server is sending data units to clients 

and server needs to transmits the data packets on the forward 

channel. The server does not transmit packets after ACK is 

received from backward channel. The server checks the 

acknowledge comes from and it stops the data at that time, this 

time is called final time which also present final state. Server 

is sending packets it is initial time and initial state. Only non-

final states are take to action.  

      Based on error cost optimization P. Chou, and Z. Miao [4] 

developed the scenario of sender driven streaming. It is 

observed that if the path leads ACK then there is probability of 

data packet lost or late is zero and if path leads no ACK then 

the probability that is data packet is lost or late given that no 

ACK is received. The data units transmited in distorted rate. 

The encoded data is packetized into dataunits and dataunits are 

stored in media server in files, in streaming media system. 

First, server selects this units for transmission. Second, data 

units are sents over a network with packets, if packet is lost, 

packet again sent to network. Each packet contains one and 

only one data unit so one to many packets are sent over 

networks. For packet transmission, algorithm are used and for 

encoding also algorithm are used.  

     Multilink support  and quality-adaptive streaming reduce 

the video interruptions and achieves a higher and more stable 

average quality over multiple network. To achieve multilink 

establishing connection to network is important, by binding 

communication socket. But client machine should configured 

properly, packet should be routed to correct interface and 

machine must aware of defaults packet reach it, are the 

requirement. The segments are form and each segments of 

data sre sent properly so it is divided into parts. Firsts part 

compremise with more request can sent to the server and ser 

can handle enough request. Otherwise the clients are waiting 

for responses and server does not handle more requests so it 

make a challenge for communication properly. For that the 

scheduler response that request come first and one by one so 

scheduler can easily schedule request and it become easy for 

server to response. The second part compremise with size of 

segments if size become too small then it can be send before 

next data request come from client to server. So the 

performance of the server become low by the network 

interface. Therefore, the serments partially kept constant 

throughout transmission by the method introduced of Kristian 

Evensen, Tomas Kupka, Dominik Kaspar, Pal Halvorsen, 

Carsten Griwodz [8]. The size of segments is large enough and 

proper for scheduler, can take advantage in HTTP pipeline. 

Multilink support [8], which can greatly facilitate the multiple 

clients for video streaming. 

     Fulvio Babich, Marco D’Orlando and Francesca Vatta [9] 

techniques is introduced for the minimize the distortion in 

packet transmision. It provide scenario of peak signal to noise 

ratio which video metric can be used for improving the video 

quality at end user. The objective is to collect distortion 

information involved with each data packet. This technique to 

provide the less distorted packet over the network. During 

encoding, the encoder selects the loss causing packet and 

generate hint for awaring with loss causing packets. It is then 

easy to defining scheduling scheme; give more priority to 

packet with higher loss impact and providing the resources to 

packet with lower loss impact. The usage of hint, it is used in 

MPEG-4, syntactic means for storing scheduling information 

of packet of streaming server. The priority scheme is used for 

minimize error propagation over the packets.  
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I. PROPOSED WORK 

 

      In the Fig 1, there is a network established using WLAN 

networks. The clients are three and they connect with the 

server. The client 1 request to server for video simultaneously 

client 2 and client 3 also request to server at a time. The server 

response to client 1, client 2, and client 3. The server when 

provide video to all clients, the streaming rate, video quality, 

runtime, and packet delay of video. The video is 10-s video 

clips repeated throughout simulation. The packet size is 1000 

B. For one client, the proposed algorithm and rate control 

algorithm is run for comparing. The hybrid algorithm is run 

for three user for 300 times for best performances.  

 

 
Fig 1: Simulation for multiple user scenarios 

 

II. CONCLUSION 

 

We develop a Video Streaming Software System. It contains 

server and multiple clients connected by Wi-Fi modem. The 

clients get the requested video through streaming process by 

server. The videos are stored into database of server and 

clients enjoy the videos of their desired as the videos are 

stored into the files of storage. Multiple clients have no 

problem of streaming as video streaming proceed one by one 

to all the clients. The performance will be detect of five multi-

user scalable video streaming strategies in a simulated wireless 

network scenario which suffers from limited capacity and 

packet loss. For analysis derive the expression for delay and 

play deadlines. 
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